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YOU’RE NEVER FAR FROM EXCELLENT LEGAL COUNSEL
Helping Our Community to Emerge Stronger

As the public health crisis continues to unfold, Archer is here to help you through unforeseen challenges. Our
COVID-19 task force spans dozens of practice areas and industries, and is helping companies through a host of
issues as they conduct business during this unprecedented time. From employment, health care and insurance to
business counseling, family law and more, our attorneys are up to date on the latest regulations, legislation and
developments, and will continue to provide the excellent client service that you have come to expect from us.
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Large-Firm Expertise With Small-Firm Attention

A

rcher has an unwavering commitment to delivering
large-firm expertise with small-firm attention – no
matter the size of the client. It’s a philosophy that has
helped us grow into one of the largest and most trusted law firms
in the region, serving businesses and individuals throughout the
area and in a growing number of other states and jurisdictions.
No matter how you measure success, with a network of regional
offices from Delaware to New York, and nearly 180 attorneys in
over 40 practice areas including corporate, labor, commercial
litigation, family, real estate and many more, we are focused on
helping you reach your goals
Our attorneys have impressive academic credentials,
representing some of the very best law schools and
undergraduate institutions in the country. We encourage and
expect our attorneys to continue their legal training throughout
their career to keep current with new developments. Our
lawyers have distinguished themselves in speaking and writing
engagements for countless trade, business and educational
institutions. Archer attorneys serve in leadership positions in
local, state and national bar organizations and are active on the

boards of many prominent nonprofit and for-profit companies
and organizations.
Among our attorneys are former elected officials and
prominent business leaders – people who have helped to
shape the legislative, legal and regulatory landscape. Our
attorneys have distinguished themselves in numerous areas
of practice, receiving recognition from a wide variety of legal
and industry organizations. Over the years, Archer and its
legal professionals have been involved in numerous landmark
cases, at all levels of the judicial system, including the United
States Supreme Court. The outcomes of these cases have
often had a profound effect on the legal framework in which
many businesses operate today.
Archer also maintains a strong commitment to fostering
diversity in the firm and strives to create a workplace environment
that embraces differences in perspectives and cultures so that
all can work in an atmosphere of inclusion and respect. This not
only provides Archer employees with an opportunity to flourish
in their careers, but also optimizes the firm’s ability to provide
exceptional service to its clients. PS
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